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Submission to the Federal Electoral Boundary Re-division 2021
Material impact on
to be referred to as ‘subject lands’.

We reserve all our rights. Justice does not date.
I/we wish to be heard on this submission.
We were most distressed to see subject lands and adjoining areas in Plenty and Diamond
Creek have been removed from their correct urban electorate of Jaga Jaga for the federal
electoral districts as part of the proposed changes. We vigorously object to this change.
Subject lands must remain as part of Jaga Jaga and suburban Melbourne (this will
correspond to our urban requests for the State re-divisions and also those for any potential
re-division of local council boundaries).
Subject lands are urban with urban reticulated infrastructure and associated
development rights/entitlements. This serious planning mistake must be rectified. See
attached hard evidence. Subject lands and their precious urban infrastructure cannot be
protected in rural electorates outside of Melbourne’s metropolitan urban boundary.
Subject lands must have urban political representation at all levels of Government. If this
fails to occur these lands will become infrastructure stripped, unmanageable bush blocks
worse in value and use to that of 80 years ago when first purchased. And thus be
susceptible to major amenity and financial advantage/exploitation by others at our
expense.
I understand the Commission has no role in correcting past planning mistakes. It does
however, have a crucial role to play in ensuring subject lands have Metropolitan Melbourne
suburban representation in the Federal Parliament. Subject lands have strictly urban
considerations, they cannot be represented by rural interests. We call on this commission
to leave the Jaga Jaga boundary line as it was prior to this proposed re-division. At the very
least subject lands should remain as part of the suburban area of Jaga Jaga, along with the
old established suburbs of Melbourne with utility infrastructure in place e.g.
Greensborough, Watsonia, Rosanna and Heidelburg.
We were alarmed to see the amended new version of Jaga Jaga is substituting Nillumbik’s
current Plenty, Diamond Creek and Wattle Glen areas with that of Eltham, Research and
Kangaroo Ground areas. We object to this, as this latter area was always part of the Eltham
Shire and is largely rural. The former areas were always part of the Diamond Valley Shire
which is correctly reflected in the current Jaga Jaga.
Without the correct placement in an urban federal electorate it is impossible for us to gain
proper representation and support in parliament. As we have experienced in the past when
we were incorrectly placed in the electorate of McEwen in a past re-division. We found
there was no understanding whatsoever from federal members dealing with Melbourne
metropolitan issues, such as ours, in a rural electorate.
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Our continued inclusion in Jaga Jaga will provide the correct foundation to ensure we are
able to protect subject lands precious urban infrastructure (and capacity). Doing so will
protect subject lands community interest, urban history, identity, sense of place, urban
residential land use and interrelated urban reticulated infrastructure and associated
accrued development rights/entitlements.
Such a placement will also ensure the correct urban consideration is given to Melbourne’s
integrated strategies and issues such as bushfire management, traffic, transport, major
roads and land use planning.
Subject lands must stay urban, they must maintain urban land capabilities, not rural. They
must keep urban values, not rural. They have urban water, not rural. They must have urban
sewerage provisions, not rural. They must be included in Melbourne’s urban strategies and
policies, not rural Victoria or hinterlands. They must maintain their urban electricity,
telecommunications and other.
I must emphasise that lands
originally on one title) when
they were purchased in the early 1940’s were located within the City of Heidelberg. This
was where my late father went on the train to pay his rates and where the Plenty
Yarrambat Waterworks Trust was established for the provision of services (water and
sewerage) for the townships of Yarrambat and Plenty (see our hard evidence examples
proving our lands inclusion in the Ironbark rd. extension of the urban district and
Waterworks Trust district of this trust). The Water Trust was taken over by MMBW in
approx. 1981, then Melbourne Water (with all its liabilities, responsibilities and duties to us).
was purchased in 1989 because together with Ironbark Rd properties it
provided dual road frontages and dual supply of reticulated infrastructure to enable
distinctive combined residential land use. Relied on in the families long term financial
planning.
We were always considered part of metropolitan Melbourne and were included inside the
boundary of Melbourne’s first metropolitan planning scheme (MMBW). We have paid urban
rates and charges from the 1970’s until 2000 (with the adoption of the New format
Nillumbik Planning Scheme when our urban status was translated in error to rural
conservation).
From the mid 1950’s we were an integral part of the original urban area of the suburb of
Diamond Creek north of its town centre of Chute St. We should not be gerrymandered out
of Jaga Jaga or our position as urban Diamond Creek by the current (or proposed)
development East of the original town centre as well as that development east of Ironbark
rd.
In the mid 1960’s Heidelberg’s North Ward broke away and became the pro-development
Shire of Diamond Valley (which included subject lands), followed by City of Banyule (where
we should have remained) and now Shire of Nillumbik. This urban history is reflected in the
correct 1992 State division map showing the lands within the urban Victorian electoral
district of Greensborough (see map 1) for the Legislative assembly, together with the
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original Melbourne suburbs (see Map 2). Likewise the State Legislative Council
representative was an urban electorate as Northern metropolitan. The mistake was the
transfer to Northern Victoria in 2014. Which we are currently asking to be corrected.
The family all went to Diamond Creek Primary School and Diamond Creek sporting
activities. All our businesses were in original Diamond Creek (Chute St). Our families’
investments were in the suburb of Diamond Creek (houses, commercial). Our social life
revolved around Diamond Creek and its people. Our telephone and post code is Diamond
Creek. Our land use planning is from Diamond Creek as is our electricity.
We have no connection now or in the past with McEwen, rural North Victoria or the City of
Whittlesea (Mernda or Doreen etc). These were the hinterlands of rural Victoria, not
Diamond Creek. We also had no identity with Wattle Glen, Hurstbridge or those as part of
the Eltham Shire.
Please see the hard evidence of our urban status attached showing the necessity of our
inclusion back in all urban electoral boundaries.
Please see also maps of our proposed boundary division lines.
It is a mistake to place our urban lands within a rural electorate.
At the very least Plenty and Diamond Creek must remain within the electorate of Jaga Jaga.

Gila Schnapp nee Freeman and on behalf of owners stakeholders of above properties.
Being sent with 3 attachments.
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